
Quick replacement of the cutting 
wheel without any tools

High-quality  
needle-bearings 
in the guide rollers 
and the cutting 
wheel reduce  
the friction for 
easier cutting

1/4" - 3"

Ø

KNIPEX TubiX® XL Pipe Cutter

The perfect cut for larger  
pipes with QuickLock mechanism
Quickly and precisely cuts large diameters of metal pipes  
between 1/4" - 3" (6 and 76 mm) 

www.knipex-tools.com

KNIPEX Quality 



Part Number inch Ø inch Ø mm
90 31 03 BKA 10 1/4 1/4 - 3 6 - 76

90 31 03 E01 Deburring tool for KNIPEX TubiX XL 90 31 03
90 39 02 V01 Cutting wheel for stainless steel and copper for KNIPEX TubiX 90 31 02 SBA and KNIPEX TubiX XL 90 31 03 BKA
90 39 02 V03 5 x Cutting wheel for stainless steel and copper for KNIPEX TubiX 90 31 02 SBA and KNIPEX TubiX XL 90 31 03 BKA

Turn the blue handle to increase the pressure of 
the cutting wheel to the pipe

For cutting copper, brass and stainless  
steel pipes with a wall thickness up  
to 5/64" (2 mm) and diameters from 
1/4"- 3" (6 to 76 mm)Information on the smaller KNIPEX 

TubiX® for pipes up to 1 3/8":  
www.knipex.com/tubix

KNIPEX TubiX® XL Pipe Cutter
Significantly easier pipe cutting due to the  
combination of the QuickLock mechanism and 
guide rollers with needle-bearings

 Spring-loaded QuickLock mechanism holds the tool on 
the pipe once locked in place

 Precise and quick: exact positioning of the cutting 
wheel on the pipe

 High-quality needle-bearings enable the cutting wheel 
and four guide rollers to cut with ease

 > Cuts pipes from Ø 1/4"- 3" (6 - 76 mm) and a wall thickness  
up to 5/64" (2 mm)

 > Cutting wheel made of high-grade ball-bearing steel
 > Quick replacement of the cutting wheel without any tools – spare  
cutting wheel stored in the handle

 > Lightweight and durable aluminum housing
 > Removable, precision ground deburring tool slides out of the way  
when not in use

 > Easily cuts electrical rigid steel conduit, copper, brass and stainless  
steel gas and water pipes
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 In one easy step, the KNIPEX TubiX XL can be 
positioned quickly and precisely on pipes with a 
diameter between 1/4" - 3" (6 - 76 mm)
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The spring-loaded cutting wheel keeps the  
KNIPEX TubiX XL in place and prevents slipping

Spare cutting wheel and needle-bearing is 
stored in the blue handle
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To finish, remove any burrs with the removable 
deburring tool

Turn the KNIPEX TubiX XL around the pipe 
to cut and adjust the cutting wheel pressure 
with the blue handle
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